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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

A shelf loader for long materials comprises an elon-_ 
gated frame which is movable on wheels between shelf 
compartments and which carries a lift frame which is 
movable upwardly and downwardly on a side thereof. 
The lift frame provides a stand for one or more opera 
tors and it includes a telescoping member having a load 
carrier thereon which may be shifted laterally in a di 
rection toward the shelf compartments for the purpose 
of lifting long elements from the shelves or inserting 

_ them on the shelves. In one form the load carrier is at 
tached to the lifting frame by hinged braces whichper 
‘mits it to be lifted upwardly and shifted laterally, and 
in another arrangement it is carried on a car which may 
be moved transversely along the lifting frame from one 
shelf side to an opposite shelf side. The lifting frame is 
adapted to carry a removable hoist. The load bearing 
platform is advantageously carried on a support truss 
which is vertically movable in order to shift the load off 
the carrier to permit the shifting movement of the car 
rier and the realignment of the load therewith at a later~ 
ally spaced location. The load carrier itself includes 
transversely shiftable portions so that the load may be 
shifted by a combination of movements of the shiftable 
load carrier portions andthe lifting truss. 

1 Claim, 9 Drawing Figures 
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SHELF LOADER FOR LONG MATERIALS 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates in general to the construction 
of a shelf loader and in particular, to a new and useful 
shelf loader particularly for long materials including a 
long lifting frame disposed between two guide columns 
and load carriers and which is movable from side to 
side into shelf compartments on either side of the shelf 
loader and which includes one or more telescopic parts 
for facilitating transfer of the load and which also de 
?nes a stand for one or more operators. 
The known shelf loaders are suited for loading and 

unloading long materials into and out of shelf compart 
ments from one side. Shelf loaders for loading from the 
front are also known and they may be equipped with 
strands for operators. The known shelf loaders for long 
materials are suited only for complete loading and un 
loading of the shelf compartments. Consigning, mean 
.ing the assembly of orders from various shelves is not 
possible with these machines. 

In accordance with the present invention a shelf 
loader for long materials-is provided which is suited 
both for the loading and unloading of the shelf com 
partments and the assemblying or orders. This problem 
is solved by an arrangement of a centrally located tele 
scoping part on the load carrier which may be shifted 
around on the lifting frame in the direction toward the 
shelf compartments. The lifting frame is made wider 
than the load carrier in order to form a stand. The shelf 
loader travels in aisles between the shelf compart 
ments. In order to assemble orders the central telescop 
ing part is shifted to the shelf side in which the desired 
long material is stored. Then there is a free side on the 
lifting frame which forms a stand for the operators who 
reach over the material bins resting on the load carriers 
at the shelf side. In order to take material out of the re 
spective shelf side the central telescoping part is moved 
to the other shelf side. The operators stand at the ends 
of the stand while the central telescoping part is shifted. 
According to another characteristic of the invention, 

the load carriers may be attached to the lifting frame 
by hinged braces which permit the raising and lowering 
of the load carriers and the lateral shifting thereof or 
they may be carried on cars or sliding boxes which are 
movable transversely along the lifting frame. The use of 
the hinged braces entails the disadvantage that the load 
must be lifted in order to pivot the hinge braces. Suited 
for this purpose, according to the invention, is an over 
head hoist which is disposed on the lifting frame and is 
movable above the load carrier in the direction toward 
the shelf compartments. It may be even used for con 
signing heavy parts. It is disposed between the guide 
columns and readily movable in order not to interfere 
when the material bins are moved into the shelf com 
partments. 

In a further characteristic of the invention support 
trusses are arranged below the carriers for the loads 
and they are equipped with load indicators. The height 
adjustment of the support trusses serve for the lifting of 
the long materials of material bins off the load carriers 
so that the latter can be moved underneath the long 
material into the position in which loading of the mate 
rial into the desired compartments is possible. Raising 
the support trusses may be accomplished either me 
chanically or hydraulically. The load carrier itself may 
include an intermediate part which may be disposed in 
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2 
a manner such that it is between the telescoping part 
and the load carrier and it can move as far as possible 
into the shelf compartments beyond the center row 
telescopic part in order to position the materials for 
loading and unloading as desired. 
The various features of novelty which characterize 

the invention are pointed out with particularity in the 
claims annexed to and forming a part of this speci?ca 
tion. For a better understanding of the invention, its op 
erating advantages and specific objects attained by its 
use, reference should be had to the accompanying 
drawings and descriptive matter in which there are il 
lustrated and described preferred embodiments of the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a shelf loader con 

structed in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the shelf loader indicated 

in FIG. 1; ‘ 
FIG. 3 is a partial side elevational view of the lifting 

frame of the shelf loader; 
FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 3 of another embodi 

ment of the invention; and 
FIGS. 5a to 5b, 5c, 5d, and 5e are schematic side ele 

vational views indicating the manner in which the load 
carrier and support trusses cooperate during a shifting 
operation. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawings in particular, the invention 
embodied therein in FIGS. 1 and 2 and 3 comprises a 
shelf loader generally designated'50 which comprises a 
guide frame having guide columns 3, 3' and longitudi 
nal beams 4, 4' carrying wheels 5, 5' which permit the 
device to be moved along a trackway 2 between rows 
of shelves generally indicated and designated I and 1', 
respectively. 

In accordance with the invention a lifting platform or 
frame 6 is supported on lifting cables 52, 52 and may 
be moved upwardly and downwardly in respect to the 
loader frame 50 under a control of a motor 19. 
The lifting frame 6 supports a stand 14 which is 

equipped at its end faces with a laterally length 
adjustable protective railing 15. As shown in particular 
in FIG. 3, the platform 14 provides a mounting for a 
load supporting assembly 54 which includes a central 
telescoping part 7 which is supported on braces 11, 11' 
which are parallelly arranged and pivotally supported. 
The braces 11, 11’ support the central telescopic part 
7 of the load bearing device or load support 54 which 
also includes an intermediate part 8 and an outer or 
load carrier carrying part 9 which may be shifted later 
ally to the extended position indicated in FIG. 3. In this 
embodiment an overhead hoist 17 which is carried on 
an upright member or support 18 and the support 18 
is removably carried on the lifting frame 6. In FIG. 3, 
the load carrying device 54 is shown in an extended po 
sition in which material bin 13 is oriented in a position 
at which it may be deposited within the shelves 1. 
There is ample space on the platform 14 for an opera 
tor between the load carrier mechanism 54 and the 
edge of the stand 14 and this is made safe for the opera 
tor by a protective railing l5 and a bar 16 which is at 
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" tachecl to‘ithee‘dge‘of the protective" railing l5 and is 
readily‘ removable. 

‘ “ In the embodiment'indicated‘in FIG. ‘4‘, ailifting frame ‘ 
‘6' ‘ includes a‘ load supporting ‘mechanism ‘54"which ‘is 

‘ arranged directly adjacent‘ a lifting truss 10' ‘which in-‘ 
cludes a fixed lower partvloa having eittensible support-V. ‘1 

“ ‘ing arms 10b on each e‘nd‘whichQfor example‘, rn‘aylbe‘ ‘ 
‘ ‘fluid piston and cylinder sets “for raisingand lowering“ 

a supporting platform porti‘o‘r‘r 10'c of thertruss‘inlorderj n 
‘ to facilitate the lifting of the load onto‘and ‘offuof they‘ 

‘ loading device 54’. In this ‘embodimentftheloading de-‘ ‘ 1 “ 
vice 54’ also includes the platform portion‘7",‘8’3 ands,” 
similar to that of FIG. 13 embodiment. lnwthis‘constru‘c- ‘ 
tion, the central telescoping part 7' is supported‘ on a1 ‘ ‘ 

.15 
wardly and forwardly on the platform ‘14’ between‘ the‘ 
sliding box ‘member 12‘ which may ‘be shifted ‘back 

shelf compartments 1a ‘and 1a’ on each side thereof.‘ 
In ‘the schematic‘showing of FIGS. 5a ‘to‘Se, the‘ se 

‘ 

quence of operations which are necessaryto transfer a ‘ 
‘ material bin 13 from one side of the shelf “la‘to another‘ 
“aide 1a’ is shown. The material bin 13‘ for ‘storing‘lo'ng . 

‘ materials is at rest on the‘left side‘of the vshelfloadei' on 
the platform portion ‘9'1 and; it‘arrives‘ atits‘po‘sition as 
indicated in FIG. 5a as‘a result of the ‘material‘bin 13 
being lifted out of the shelf compartments lanThe‘ ma 

‘ I‘ fterialbin ‘1a is ‘then‘lifted‘off the load carrier platform I 
2'5, 
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4 
§ by the supporting truss 10" asindicated in FIG. 5b; In 
a‘position of ‘Sc, the load carrier-‘platform 9’ is‘ moved 
to the leftand in‘Sb the material bin 13is lowereddown 

"on ‘the load carrying platform ‘9’; once lagainifi'l‘hei‘sups ‘portingtruss‘lo' is lowered ‘furthersothatthematerial ‘ ‘ 

{bin 13 ‘can‘b‘e moved‘lto therightaccordin‘gto‘the show¢ I‘ \ 

. 3 . lrA shelf ‘loader for‘loadi‘ng‘.rhaterialson‘one or more 'i I ‘ 

shelf compartments arranged‘. ‘in ‘rows; ‘comprising a. “ ‘ 
loader frame‘ adaptedlt‘o bemoyed between‘t‘he rowsfofr 

I‘ th‘ewsh‘elf compartments, a lift platform,‘ means ‘support; 4 
mg saidl'lift“ platform ‘onsaid loader‘frame for and“ l " 
qdo‘wn yertical‘movern‘ent thereon, ‘a‘supportingplate ' 
carried‘ on ‘said lift platform,‘a boxmember movable" ‘ 

' along said'platforrn from side to side thereof ‘and‘earryl- ‘ 

fing ‘said supporting ‘plate, at least oneload ‘ ‘ plate‘ on said‘supporting plate and being shiftablelateri‘ ‘ . 
‘ally in respect; to ‘said ‘supporting plate ‘in directions‘tok ‘ 
ward and awaytromlthe‘ shelf compartments‘ on each: 

‘‘ side or said‘ lift‘ platform,‘ and lift truss ‘means‘ifon "said. I ‘ 
box‘ member and connected to said‘ ‘supportinglplat‘eY ‘ 

‘I “and ‘including,a‘membenrnoyable belo‘wsaidsupportf ‘‘ . 
" ing‘ plate to.‘ engage a ‘load onf'said plate and ‘liftritfupéf I 
wardly‘ therefrom. 
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